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Chemical process strictly is the dynamic process, where the states variables vary 
with the time and the position. Dynamic process is described by dynamic model that 
is a group of differential equations. Dynamic optimization is to make a performance 
index optimal by controlling operational variables in dynamic model. For complex 
dynamic optimization problems, it is difficult to obtain analytic solution. General 
method, including steepest descent method, conjugate gradient method and Dynamic 
Programming, is to search piecewise functions as the approximation with numerical 
methods on the base of Bellman’s principle of optimality or the Hamiltonian function. 
Novel intelligent algorithms based on bionics become more and more popular for 
solving dynamic optimization problems in recent years. Dynamic Programming and 
intelligent algorithms are applicable for the case when the gradients are not available. 
The single optimization method is not feasible and efficient at all time. For 
specific problems, several integrated strategies of dynamic optimization solutions are 
developed in this paper. The main idea of integrated strategies is to make the original 
problems be a series of sub-problems and choose appropriate method for 
optimization. 
For the case when the gradients are not available and the final states are 
unconstrained, after analyzing the IDP and continuous stochastic algorithms, two 
novel algorithms named as iterative genetic algorithms (IGA) and iterative ant-colony 
algorithm (IACA) were developed, of which the main idea was to iteratively execute 
ant-colony algorithm (or genetic algorithm) and gradually approximate the optimal 
control profile. By IGA (or IACA), a continuous dynamic optimization problems is 
transformed to be a discrete problem. IGA and IACA are more concise than IDP 
because they don’t need discretization of states variables, and control profiles at all 
time stages are optimized simultaneously. They are more efficient than continuous 
stochastic algorithms because of searching optimum among finite candidates. They 
are successfully applied to optimizing bioreactor; the results show they provide better 
result at faster speed. 
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